The purpose of this study was to examine design drawings as a means to communicate ideas to others in forms and symbols that are simple and easily understood by users. Data gathering is done by mapping design by photographing designs, design trips by tracking previous designs, design journals by making visual design diaries, interviewing extreme users with people who really know and really do not know, and unfocused groups with various group of people. The stages of analysis are done by finding references, drawing analogies and making evaluations. The results of this study prove that the drawing design process can be used as a tool to communicate business opportunities for loafer shoes, monk strap shoes and boots.
Introduction
The drawing design strongly supports problem solving activities. This activity involves reasoning to express ideas, verify and evaluate proposals, and ultimately take action by making decisions [1] . For designers, drawing is a means and spontaneous sign made on paper [2] . During sketching, use partial notes of designer thinking [3] .
Most designers sketch initial design ideas in pencil. Sketching is the fastest and most direct way to produce visual representations of ideas [4] . The ambiguity of free hand sketching creates many interpretations. Thus it will stimulate the production of more alternative designs. Drawing and linkage activities initiate designers to recognize new interpretations of the alternatives they propose. Designers find visual analogies, remember relevant examples, and find new shapes based on previously unknown geometric configurations in their sketches by drawing and seeing [5] .
Decision making is a scientific discipline that focuses on alternative evaluation processes for alternative selection processes and finding the best solutions. Design is a 6th ICOEN 2019 tool for solving unpredictable problems. The design process can produce the latest leap of solutions and create new conditions altogether [3] . The research objective is to prove design drawing is a tool to communicate business opportunities
Methods and Equipment
This type of research is a case study. The informants were footwear craftsmen who had participated in the training using purposive random sampling as a sampling technique.
The data collection techniques used are as follows. First, DESIGN MAPPING is photographing designs that refer to similarities in the previous design domain. Second, TRAVEL DESIGN is tracking all designs in the previous design domain. Third, JOURNAL DESIGN is to make a visual design diary. Fourth, EXTREME USER INTERVIEW is to talk to people who really know or don't know anything about a product or service and evaluate the experience when they use it. Storytelling method is a method commonly used by persuading people to tell personal stories about their experiences using the product. Fifth, UNFOCUS GROUPS is interviewing various groups of people to explore ideas.
The following stages of the design drawing process 
Results
Drawing design programs have the purpose of simplifying the communication process of footwear design ideas from abstract forms converted into simple and visible forms and symbols [4] . Another goal is to learn to find various models that have been created so that they can create new design models [1] . This footwear model development program follows the design drawing model. 6th ICOEN 2019 Figure 5 shows a monk strap shoe with design specifications that are used to communicate emerging ideas so that they can be easily understood by the user before being made a prototype. Instead of a shoelace a single hook is used. Figure 6 : Boots. Figure 6 shows a monk strap shoe with design specifications that are used to communicate emerging ideas so that they can be easily understood by the user before being made a prototype. Instead of a shoelace a single hook is used.
The stage of drawing analogies and evaluations

Discussion
Loafers (Figure 1 ) can be used for semi-formal events and casual events. If you are going to choose one that is semi-formal, choose loafers made from leather to make it look more elegant. As for the casual and casual impression, choose loafers with suede.
Usually, this shoe model does not have a shoelace so it is very practical, easy to use, no need to remove and tie shoelaces. However, there are also models of shoe loafers that use short straps and not along straps on sneakers. Loafers that use short straps are often called moccasins / boat shoes in the design of this shoe model to fulfill the orders of King George VI who wanted to use it in the palace environment as casual shoes.
Over time the shoe design was adopted by shoemakers and began to spread out of the palace. Even to reach America and known as Loafers. Until now, it is still done manually, even though the production of The Wildsmith Loafer has been carried out by modern technology machines. The reason is that the quality of shoes is maintained Characteristics of monk strap shoes (Figure 2 ) are almost the same as oxford shoes.
The difference is that monk strap shoes are more practical and easy to wear because DOI 10.18502/kss.v4i3.6375 Page 61 6th ICOEN 2019 they don't wear shoelaces. Instead, monk strap shoes use a buckle or hook belt on the front of the shoe.
With an exclusive and elegant impression, monk strap shoes are suitable for formal activities. Leather or black monk strap shoes are a favorite for executives and professionals to make them look more convincing.
At first, this model of footwear was used by monks, because the model was simple (not using a rope). The design covers the legs so that the Monk Strap is considered more able to protect the legs when used for activities than sandals that are usually worn by monks.
In general, boots ( 
Conclusion
Drawing design can be done through three stages. First find references. Second, make an analogy image and the last is evaluation. References can be obtained by browsing the web, journals and by looking directly at the mall or boutique. An analogy drawing is done with the CorelDRAW program to draw models of loafer shoes, monk strap shoes and boots. 
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